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How can we make our school better?


Help our Federation come up with a new plan for the future and a
new way of doing things.



Make further changes to our curriculums so that we have a
stronger grasp on the exciting learning we study.



Create opportunities where we can learn about different
careers and jobs that we might wish to have in our futures.



Make sure that what we achieve in Reading, Writing and Maths keeps
getting stronger across the school.

What are we going to do?


Help our Governors and Staff across the Federation come together better to work as one team towards
the same goals.



Help our teachers learn all they can so they can become better school leaders and teach us even more.



Use money from the Government to help us catch-up with any learning we missed.



Make sure we look after one another, talk about our feelings openly and use the
our school values to support each other with our work and mental health.



Introduce a way to help us get better at talking about our work with our friends which
makes us more active in what we are doing and makes us learn more easily.



Use inspiring visitors from different jobs to explain what they do and how they got there.



Get smarter at how we remember all the important parts of writing so that we use better words, stronger
grammar and more effective punctuation so that our sentences become more interesting. Help us to also
get a clearer way of learning how we read sounds and words across the Federation in our Phonics lessons.



Help us to keep our Federation a place where our behaviour is exemplary, our attitudes to our learning are
strong and we work together with compassion and forgiveness to get along.

